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Abstract. This paper describes an extension of our work presented in
the robust English-to-French bilingual task of the CLEF 2007 workshop,
a knowledge-light approach for query translation in Cross-Language In-
formation Retrieval systems. Our work is based on the direct translation
of character n-grams, avoiding the need for word normalization during
indexing or translation, and also dealing with out-of-vocabulary words.
Moreover, since such a solution does not rely on language-specific pro-
cessing, it can be used with languages of very different nature even when
linguistic information and resources are scarce or unavailable. The re-
sults obtained have been very positive, and support the findings from
our previous English-to-Spanish experiments.

1 Introduction

This work is an extension of our proposal originally developed for the robust
English-to-French bilingual task of the CLEF 2007 workshop [1]. It consists of a
knowledge-light approach for query translation in Cross-Language Information
Retrieval (CLIR) systems based on the direct translation of character n-grams.
This proposal itself can be considered as an extension of the previous work by [2].

The use of overlapping character n-grams both as indexing and translation
units provides a means to normalize word forms. In addition, the approach sup-
ports the handling of out-of-vocabulary words and the management of languages
of very different nature without further processing. Moreover, such a knowledge-
light approach does not rely on language-specific processing, and it can be used
even when linguistic information and resources are scarce or unavailable.

Since the architecture of our system has been described in depth in a previous
CLEF publication [3], this paper focuses on the work performed after the work-
shop. The paper is structured as follows: firstly, Sect. 2 briefly introduces our
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approach; next, Sect. 3 presents the new experiments; finally, Sect. 4 contains
our conclusions and proposals for future work.

2 Description of the System

Taking as our model the system designed by JHU/APL [2], we have developed
our own n-gram based retrieval system, trying to preserve the advantages of the
original system but avoiding its main drawbacks.

The main difference with our proposal is the n-gram alignment algorithm, the
basis of the system, which consists of two phases. In the first phase, the slowest
one, the input parallel corpus is aligned at the word-level using the statistical
tool GIZA++ [4], obtaining as output the translation probabilities between the
different source and target language words. In our case, taking advantage of
our previous experiments with English-to-Spanish [5,6], we have opted for a
bidirectional alignment [7] which considers, for example, a (wEN , wFR) English-
to-French word alignment only if there also exists a corresponding (wFR, wEN )
French-to-English alignment. This way, subsequent processing is focused only
on those words whose translation seems less ambiguous, considerably reducing
the number of input word pairs to be processed —actually about 70%— and,
consequently, the noise introduced in the system. This reduction allows us to
greatly reduce both computing and storage resources.

Next, prior to the second phase, we have also removed those least-probable
word alignments from the input (those with a word translation probability less
than a threshold W , with W=0.15) [5,6]. Such pruning leads to a considerable
reduction of processing time and storage space: a reduction of about 95% in the
number of input word pairs processed.

Finally, in the second phase, n-gram translation scores are computed using
statistical association measures [8], taking as input the translation probabilities
previously calculated by GIZA++, and weighting the likelihood of a cooccur-
rence according to the probability of its containing word alignments [5,6].

For this purpose, our system employes three of the most extensively used
standard measures: the Dice coefficient (Dice), mutual information (MI ), and
log-likelihood (logl), which are defined by the following expressions [8]:

Dice(gs, gt) =
2O11

R1 + C1
. (1) MI(gs, gt) = log

NO11

R1C1
. (2)

logl(gs, gt) = 2
∑

i,j

Oij log
NOij

RiCj
. (3)

3 Evaluation

In the past CLEF 2007 workshop, our group took part in the robust English-to-
French bilingual task. The robust task is essentially an ad-hoc task which re-uses
the topics and collections from past CLEF editions [9].
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Unfortunately, our system could not be accurately tuned for the workshop. So,
we had to use the parameters employed in our previous English-to-Spanish experi-
ments [5,6]. Moreover, only one of the two selection algorithms available was used,
the so-called top-rank-based algorithm. This section presents the work developed
after the CLEF 2007 workshop for tuning the system for the new target language.
This new experiments also include the threshold-based selection algorithm.

With respect to the indexing process, documents were simply split into n-
grams and indexed. We used 4-grams as a compromise n-gram size [5,6]. Before
that, the text was lowercased and punctuation marks were removed [2], but not
diacritics. The open-source Terrier platform [10] was used as retrieval engine
with a InL21 ranking model [11]. No stopword removal or query expansion were
applied at this point.

For querying, the source language topic2 is firstly split into n-grams. Next,
these n-grams are replaced by their candidate translations according to a se-
lection algorithm, and the resulting translated topics are then submitted to
the retrieval system. Two alternative selection algorithms were implemented:
a top-rank-based algorithm, that takes the N highest ranked n-gram alignments
according to their association measure, and a threshold-based algorithm, that
takes those alignments whose association measure is greater than or equal to a
threshold T .

The work presented in this paper was developed in two phases. Firstly, the
training topics subset was used for tuning the system for the different associ-
ation measures implemented: the Dice coefficient, mutual information and log-
likelihood. Next, the performance was tested using the test topics subset.3

3.1 Tuning Runs Using the Dice Coefficient

The first tuning runs were made for the Dice coefficient and the top-rank-based
selection algorithm, that is, by taking the target n-grams from the N top n-
gram-level alignments with the highest association measures. Different values
were tried, with N ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100}. The results obtained
are shown in the left hand graph of Fig. 14 —notice that mean average precision
(MAP) values are also given. The best results were obtained when using a limited
number of translations, those obtained with N=1 being the best.

The next tuning runs were made for the threshold-based selection algo-
rithm, that is, by fixing a minimal association measure threshold T . Since
the Dice coefficient takes values in the range [0..1], we tried different values
T ∈ {0.00, 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00}.
The results obtained are shown in the right hand graph of Fig. 1, with the best
ones at T=0.40. Nevertheless, these results were significantly less good than
those for the top-rank-based algorithm.5

1 Inverse Document Frequency model with Laplace after-effect and normalization 2.
2 Only title and description topic fields were used in the submitted queries.
3 All these experiments must be considered as unofficial experiments.
4 Only a subset of the results are shown in order not to crowd the figures.
5 Two-tailed T-tests over MAPs with α=0.05 have been used along this work.
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Fig. 1. Tuning precision vs. recall graphs for the Dice coefficient when using the top-
rank-based (left) and threshold-based (right) selection algorithms
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Fig. 2. Distribution of aligned n-gram pairs across their association measures: mutual
information (MI, left) and log-likelihood (logl, right). Mean (μ) is also shown.

3.2 Tuning Runs Using Mutual Information

The main difference of mutual information (MI) with respect to the Dice coeffi-
cient is that the former can take any value within (−∞..+∞) —the distribution
found with our data is shown in the left hand graph of Fig. 2—, while the latter
takes values within the range [0..1]. This had to be taken into account in order
to adapt our testing methodology.

In the case of the top-rank-based selection algorithm, we continued taking the
N top-ranked n-gram alignments, even if their MI value was negative. The results
obtained, shown in the left hand graph of Fig. 3, and with the best performance
at N=10, were not as good as those obtained with the Dice coefficient.

In the case of the threshold-based algorithm, we had to take into account
that the range of MI values may vary considerably for each run. So, in order to
homogenize the experiments, the threshold values were not fixed according to
concrete values as before, but according to the following formula:

Ti = μ + 0.5 i σ . (4)
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Fig. 3. Tuning precision vs. recall graphs for mutual information when using the top-
rank-based (left) and threshold-based (right) selection algorithms

where Ti represents the i-th threshold —with i ∈ N—, μ represents the mean
of the MI values of the aligned n-gram pairs, and σ represents their standard
deviation. The resulting thresholds are as follows:

μ, μ + 0.5σ, μ + σ, μ + 1.5σ, . . .

The right hand graph of Fig. 3 shows the results obtained for this algorithm,
which were very similar, although the best ones were obtained for T = μ + σ.
These results were better than those obtained for the top-rank-based algorithm,
but this difference was not statistically significant. However, these results were
still not as good as those obtained for the Dice coefficient.

3.3 Tuning Runs Using Log-Likelihood

As before, the first runs used the top-rank-based algorithm. These results, shown
in the left hand graph of Fig. 4, and with the best performance at N=2, were
similar to those obtained for the Dice coefficient.

Regarding the threshold-based selection algorithm, log-likelihood, like MI,
does not have a fixed range of possible values. So, as with MI, we established the
thresholds according to the mean and standard deviation of the association mea-
sures. Nevertheless, after studying the distribution of the output aligned n-gram
pairs across their log-likelihood values —see right hand graph of Fig. 2—, we
realized that this distribution was clearly biased towards low values just slightly
less than the mean. As a consequence, we worked with varying granularities and
developed the following formula for calculating the threshold values:

Ti =
{

μ + 0.05 i σ −∞ < i ≤ 2 ,
μ + 0.50 (i − 2) σ 2 < i < +∞ .

(5)

where, as before, Ti represents the i-th threshold —this time with i ∈ Z—, μ
represents the mean of the log-likelihood values of the aligned n-gram pairs, and
σ represents their standard deviation. The resulting thresholds are as follows:

. . . μ − 0.05σ, μ, μ + 0.05σ, μ + 0.1σ, μ + 0.5σ, μ + σ . . .
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Fig. 4. Tuning precision vs. recall graphs for log-likelihood when using the top-rank-
based (left) and threshold-based (right) selection algorithms
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Fig. 5. Precision vs. recall graphs (left) and precision at top D documents graphs
(right) for the test topics set

The results obtained, shown in the right hand graph of Fig. 4, and with the
best performance for T = μ + 3σ, were signicantly worse than those for the
top-rank-based algorithm.

3.4 Test Runs

Once the system had been tuned for the new target language, the proper tests
could be performed using the test topics set. The best configurations found for
each association measure were used in these runs:

Dice coefficient (EN2FR Dice): top-rank-based selection algorithm (N = 1)
Mutual Information (EN2FR MI): threshold-based selection algorithm (T = μ + σ)
Log-likelihood (EN2FR logl): top-rank-based selection algorithm (N = 2)

Fig. 5 presents the results obtained for the test runs with respect to two baselines:
the first by querying the French index with the initial English topics split into
4-grams (EN) —allowing us to measure the impact of casual matches—, and the
other obtained by querying the French index using the French topics split into
4-grams (FR) —i.e. a French monolingual run and our ideal performance goal.
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Fig. 6. MAP differences with the French monolingual run for the test topics set

These results showed that the Dice coefficient and the log-likelihood measure
produced the best results —when using the top-rank-based algorithm. Both
approaches performed significantly better than mutual information —the latter
using a threshold-based algorithm. Regarding the baselines, all configurations
performed significantly better than the English topics run, showing that our
positive results were not coincidental. On the other hand, these results were still
not as good as the French monolingual run, our ideal performance goal, but it
must be taken into account that this approach is not still fully developed, so
there is margin for improvement. Finally, Fig. 6 shows the MAP differences with
the French monolingual run (FR) obtained for each topic in the case of our best
configurations: the Dice coefficient (Dice) and the log-likelihood (logl) measure
when using the top-rank-based algorithm.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents a knowledge-light approach for query translation in Cross-
Language Information Retrieval systems based on the direct translation of char-
acter n-grams. The experiments shown in this paper are an extension of those
performed in the robust English-to-French task of the CLEF 2007, and con-
firm the positive results previously obtained in our English-to-Spanish experi-
ments [5,6], thus demonstrating the validity of our approach.

With respect to our future work, new tests with other languages of different
characteristics are being prepared. We also intend to simplify the processing
for reducing the computational costs even more. Finally, the employment of
relevance feedback, or the use of pre or post-translation expansion techniques in
the case of translingual runs [2] are also being considered.
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